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The objective of this paper is to give a proof of the following result: 
THEOREM. Let rr,, be an involution contained in the cents of a Sylow 
2-subgroup of A, . Denote by H,, the centralize7 of r,, in A, . 
Let G be a finite group with the following two properties: 
(a) G has no subgroups of index 2, and 
(b) G possesses un involution ZT such that the centralizer Cc(~) of r in G 
is isomorphic to HO . 
Then G is isomorphic to A, , A, or to a splitting extension of an elementary 
abelian group of order 8 by PSL(2,7). 
1. SOME PROPERTIES OF H,, 
According to [4], p. 360, the group HO is isomorphic to a group H generated 
by the elements V, CL, p’, 7, 4, p, h subject to the following relations: 
The order of H is 26 ’ 3. D = (v, II, CL’, 7, rl, h) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of 
H. The center Z(D) of D is equal to (w). Put S = (rr, TV, 7, h). Then S is an 
elementary Abelian group of order 16 which is normal in D but not in H. 
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The commutator group H’ of H has index 2 in H. Further, 
z(s<P’>) = CT, CL), Z(W)) = (‘rr, T>, 2(x,‘+>) = <.rr, p>. 
The group D does not contain an Abelian subgroup of order 32. 
There are four conjugates of ~‘7 in S(p’) with square equal t9 m, and eight 
conjugates of CL’/\ in S(p’) (conjugation with elements in 0). p’/\, rp’X, pp’h, 
rrt+‘X are conjugates of ~7 with square equal to CL, and p’rh, rt.~‘rh, ~,LL’T~, 
rrt+‘k! are conjugates of p’X with square equal to =p. These are all elements 
of order 4 in S(p’). 
There are four conjugates of ~7‘ in s(T’) with square equal to V, namely: 
pT’, npT’, OTT’, WATT’. There are four conjugates of AT’ in S(T’) with square 
eqd t0 7, namely: AT’, TAT’, TAT’, i~Th7’. There are four conjugates of hT’ in 
s(T’) with square equal to TT, namely: PAT’, T&~T’, PT~T’, T~T~T’. These are 
all elements of order 4 in s(T’). 
Further, we shall make use of the following facts: 
en(T) = s<T’>, Gr(P) = SW, 
c&T) = s(P’T’), C,(h) = C,(?rh) = s. 
We show now that D does not possess a subgroup R of order 32 with 
( Z(R) 1 = 8. Assume by way of contradiction, that there exists R C D with 
1 R 1 = 32 and 1 Z(R) 1 = 8. Obviously, D’ = (rr, 7, CL) CR. Consider 
Z(R) n (rr, CL, T) = Q. Clearly, n EQ. IfQ = (.rr), then Z(R) * (r, p, T) = R 
and R would be Abelian which is not the case. If Z(R) = (r, CL, T) then 
&((77, p, T)) = R = C(n) n c(p) n c(T) = S 
is a contradiction. It remains the case that 1 Z(R) n (rr, p, T) 1 = 4. Now, 
Z(R)(r, /.L, T) is an abelian group S of order 16, and so S C &((a, TV, T)) = S, 
whence S = SC R. It follows Z(R) C SC R. Since D/S is 4-g&p, D 
contains exactly three subgroups of order 32 containing S. These subgroups 
are S(p’), S(T’) and S(p’r’). We have derived a contradiction which proves 
our assertion. 
It follows that S is a characteristic subgroup of every subgroup of D which 
contains S. 
If, in what follows, G is a group satisfying condition (b), we shall always 
assume that His embedded in G and that Co(m) = H. 
2. PROPERTIES OF A GROUP G SATISFYING CONDITIONS (a) AND (b) 
Throughout this section let G denote a group with properties (a) and (b). 
(2.1) LEMMA. The involution w is contained in the center of a Sylow 2-sub- 
group of G. 
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Proof. Let R be a Sylow 2-subgroup of G containing D. Then H n R = D. 
We have n E D C R, and if y E Z(R), then [y, ~1 = 1. It follows 
y E R n H = D. Hence Z(R) C Z(D) = (n) and so Z(R) = (r). 
(2.2) LEMMA. G is not 2-norm&. 
PYOO~. Suppose by way of contradiction that G is 2-normal. Since (m) is 
the center of the Sylow 2-subgroup D of G, it follows from the Hall-Griin’s 
Theorem that the greatest factor group of G which is a 2-group is isomorphic 
to that of H, i.e., is isomorphic to H/H’ which is of order 2. But this contra- 
dicts our condition (a). Hence G is not 2-normal. 
(2.3) LEMMA. The involution CT is conjugate in G to an involution t E H 
and t # rr. 
Proof. G is not 2-normal by (2.2). Th is means that there exists an eiement 
x in G such that rr E D n x-lDz but (71) is not in the center of z-‘Dz. The 
center of rlDz is (z-%rx) and so rr # z-%TZ. Since n E ,rlDz we have 
[‘/r, Z-~ZZ] = 1 it follows Z-%X E H. 
(2.4) LEMMA. If T is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G which contains S then 
T C N(S). 
Proof. Let T be an S,-subgroup of G containing S. If S were not normal 
in T, then there exists a subgroup L of T with S CL C T and there is an 
element x E T \ L such that S # Sx. Hence S * Sx is equal to L, a group of 
order 32. It follows 1 S n S” 1 = 8, and so L must be Abelian since 
S n S” C Z(L). But then L C C(S) = S yields a contradiction. 
(2.5) LEMMA. The involutions rr, h and &I do not lie in the same conjugate 
class of G. 
Proof. Assume by way of contradiction that r, h and ?~h are conjugate in 
G. Then H g C,(X) z &(rrX). It is S = H n C,(h) n Co(&). Denote by 
T, , TWA Sylow 2-subgroups of C,(h), Co(rX), respectively. We may assume 
that SC T,n T,,. Application of (2.4) yields {D, TA , T,,) C N(S). Since 
Z(D) = (rr), Z(T,) = (X) and Z(T,,) = (?~h), it follows from (2.1) that 
r, h and rrh are conjugate in N(S). 
We know that S = Cu(S), and so 9 = N(S)/S is isomorphic to a sub- 
group of GL(4,2). Put (or = .!$L’, 01s = ST’, ‘s = ai+ = ~L’T‘S. Then 
,zf = <a1 , as) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of Y which is elementary Abelian of 
order 4. If all involutions of Y were conjugate in Y, then the involutions of 
V would be conjugate in NY(V) by a 1 emma of Burnside. Hence N(D) n N(S) 
would contain an element of order 3 which would centralize w. But then 
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H C N(S) which however is not the case. We have derived that not all involu- 
tions of Y are conjugate in Y. Hence, by a Theorem of Burnside, Y contains 
a normal 2-complement &’ and Y= J&V”. The order of the centralizer of 
any involution in GL(4, 2) is 3 * 64 or 3 -32. The order of & cannot be 1, 
because D # T, . Application of a result of Brauer-Wielandt yields 1 &Y / = 
3,9 or 27. The last case, however, cannot happen since 27 does not divide 
1 GL(4,2) 1. If 1 JL? 1 = 3, then an involution of Y must centralize& and 
therefore an involution of Y is contained in Z(Y). It follows D n T,, 3 S, 
which is a contradiction. We must have I.&k’ j = 9. 
The 4-group (~yi , as) = (p’, T’) S/S acts on A, and it is 
Since 1 & I = 9, it follows CM((al , CX~)) = 1 and 1 C,(a,)l = I Cd(aj)l = 3 
for certain two different involutions ai and CQ in (ai , a2). It follows that in 
N(S), we have that 
(1) SW> and SC+ 
or 
(2) SW and S<P’C 
or 
(3) SC+> and SW+> 
are normalized by elements of order 3. It is Z(S(p’)) = (v, p), Z(S(#)) = 
(r, T) and Z(S(~‘T’)) = (‘rr, PT). Th ere fore, since H n N(S) = D, we have 
in N(S) that 
in case (1): 7r-p-n-p and iT-J?--JiTT, 
in case (2): Tr-p--iT/.L and 97 f-,.bT-TT,.hT, 
in case (3): CT-T-777 and ?r-pT~npr. 
Here we use the notation x N y to mean that x is conjugate to y. In any case, 
the number of conjugates of r in N(S) must be equal to 9. 
In case (I), conjugates are 
In case (2) conjugates are 
In case (3) conjugates are 
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But we have shown that in addition rr N rrh in N(S) in all three cases. Hence, 
we have obtained a contradiction which proves the lemma. 
(2.6) LEMMA. Interchanging h and 4 if necessary we may and shall assume 
that r is not conjugate to h in G. 
(2.7) LEMMA. There exist two d$%rent Sylow 2-subgroups of G which 
contain S. 
Proof. Assume by way of contradiction that D is the only Sylow 2-sub- 
group of G containing S. If x E S with x # 7~ is conjugate to v in G, then 
S CC(x). Denote by T a Sylow 2-subgroup of C,(x) containing S. By 
assumption T = D. But this contradicts 7r # X. Hence, no element of S 
different from n is conjugate to rr. But (2.3) yields that r is conjugate to TV, 7, 
~7, & or h, a contradiction. 
(2.8) LEMMA. NG(S)/S =hW, where V = (p’, 7’) S/S is a four-group 
and A a normal 2-complement of order 3 or 9. 
Proof. We know that Y = N(S)/S is isomorphic to a subgroup of 
GL(4,2). Not all involutions of 9 are conjugate in 9, because otherwise, an 
element of order 3 would normalize D and hence centralize n; but H g N(S). 
It follows that Y contains a normal 2-complement&Y which is different from 
1, since by (2.7), Y contains two different Sylow 2-subgroups. Put 
CX~ = P’S, 01s = T’S, a1 - c~s = cr, . Then 
From the structure of GL(4,2) follows that 1 d 1 = 3 or 9. Since D is not 
normalized by an element of order 3 in N(S) we must have / C,(T)/ = 1. 
(2.9) LEMMA. The involutions r, p, 7 and pr do not lie in the same conjugate 
class of G. 
Proof. Assume by way of contradiction that r, p, 7, and ~7 are conjugate 
in G. Denote by T,, , T, , TV7 certain Sylow 2-subgroups of G with S<p’) C T, , 
SC+) C T, , S<P’+ C Tfi7 and Z(T,J = <CL), ZP,) = <r>, W,,,) = <P). 
Then 0% T, , T, , T,J C N(S) by CW, and so, since v possesses at least 
four conjugates in N(S), we must have ) & 1 = 9. There are exactly nine 
conjugates of rr in N(S). 
Since X is not conjugate to m in G, the conjugate class of h in N(S) can have 
at most six elements. It follows that rrh is conjugate to v in N(S), since 
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conjugates of ?rX in N(S) are rr& 7~4, n~h, PTA. Hence the following elements 
are conjugate to r in N(S): 
9r, p, qL, 7, n-7, p-, iTp7, Trh, Trph, mh, pd. 
But these are 11 elements. We have derived a contradiction which proves the 
lemma. 
(2.10) Interchanging the ordered pairs (p, CL’) and (7,~‘) or (p, CL’) and 
(OPT, ~L’T’) if necessary we may and shall assume that 7~ is not conjugate TV in G. 
(2.11) LEMMA. ?r iS Conjugate t0 7 or T is COnj’UgUte t0 pT in G. 
Proof. Assume by way of contradiction that n + T and n + pT. Since by 
(2.3) the involution 7r is conjugate to an involution of H different from rr, 
it follows from (2.6) and (2.10) that rr is conjugate to nX in G. It follows that 
.M = 9, since v has at least five conjugates in N(S). Hence 7r possesses 
exactly nine conjugates in N(S), and the conjugate class [A] of h in N(S) 
possesses four or six elements. If ][h]l = 6, then T N x N ~7 N TT N TUT N 
r-Lb - Th yields a contradiction. If l[h]l = 4, then T + x and pT + h and s 
would contain 17 involutions, a contradiction. 
(2.12) Interchanging the ordered pairs (7, 7’) and (5~~7, %p’T’) we may and 
shall assume that ?T is conjugate to 7 in G. 
(2.13) LEMMA. ( .M 1 = 9 if and only if w is conjugate to 4 in G. 
Proof. If rr N z-x in G, then conjugates of rr in N(S) are: rr, rrh, rrph, rTh, 
pTh and so n has more than 3 conjugates in N(S). Hence 1.M I # 3 and 
I.& 1 = 9. Conversely, if IJY I = 9 then rr possesses nine conjugates in N(S), 
and h has four or six conjugates in N(S). It follows that ~4 cannot be conjugate 
to h in N(S), b ecause otherwise h would have eight conjugates in N(S). 
Hence rr N 4 in N(S). 
3. THE CASE / d I = 3 
Throughout this section let G denote a group with properties (a) and (b) 
and j M / = 3. 
From Section 2 we know that rr is conjugate to T in G. Denote by T, a 
Sylow 2-subgroup of Co(~) with s(T)) C T, . Then T, n D = s(T’), 
S(T’) 4 (D, T,> and since D # T, , it is No(S) = (D, T,), whichgroup we 
shall denote by N. Since D is self-normalizing in G, it follows that N contains 
precisely three Sylow 2-subgroups of G. Denote by u an element of order 3 
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in N with + = 7 and + = ~7. Such a u exists since (r, T) = Z(S(r’)) and 
H g N(S). It follows that the only elements of S conjugate to r in G are 
r, T, ~7. Clearly, 1 N j = 64 * 3. 
If 3 divides 1 CN(p)I d enote by u an element of order 3 in C,(p). Since p is 
not contained in the center of a Sylow 2-subgroup of N, it follows that p and 
rt~ constitute a conjugate class of N. The element v cannot centralize rr since 
H $ N, and so (rp)” = 7~ or rrrp, which is not possible. It follows that 
) C&(p)1 = 32. In the same way one gets 1 C&U)/ = 32. 
If 3 divides 1 C&)1, denote by v an element of order 3 in C,(h). Since 
A, 4, TA, nprA are conjugates of X in D, it follows that 1 C,(X)/ = 16 * 3, and 
so these conjugates constitute a class of conjugate elements of N. One gets 
(A)” = A = rt~h or A which is not possible. It follows that 3 does not 
divide 1 C,(h)]. In the same way one gets that 3 does not divide I C,(A)l. 
Hence / C,(h)/ = 16 or 32 and the number n of conjugates in N of h is 
either 12 or 6. If n = 12, then h N ~-NT in N since ~+v+PT. But 
then C,(h) s C,(p) contradicts n = 12. Therefore IC,(A)l = 32. In the 
same way one gets lC,(A)l = 32. 
Elements conjugate to ?rh in N are nh, ~4, ETA, +. Hence, h cannot be 
conjugate to TA in N. Therefore, S consists of four conjugate classes of N 
with representatives 1, rr, A, A. If p - ~7 in N, then either p - ~7 - h or 
TV N pT - -rrh. But then the conjugate class of x or nh would contain eight 
elements which is not the case. It follows p + PT in N. Therefore either 
~.Naand~1T~~~or~r~hand~ - ?rh. Interchanging the ordered pairs 
(p, p’) and (TUT, ~P’T’) if necessary we may and shall assume that p - A and 
77~7 - n-h in N. 
The conjugate class of x in N is (h, d, oh, n-p~h, CL, rrp}. Since C,(A) 8 D, 
we have either C,(h) C T,, or C,(X) C T, , where T,,, denotes a Sylow 
2-subgroup of G with S C T,, and Z(T,,) = (777). For the action of u on S, 
one gets 
U-h, = T, U-ITU = Z-T, U-+4 = h, U-%4 = /A& 
We know that (pT’)u is equal to one of the four elements in S(T’) the 
squares of which are equal to T. These elements are AT’, TAT’, TAT’, n&r’. 
We know that ~1” = A. It follows that (T’)” is equal to T’, TT’, TTT’, or VTT’. 
Hence (H, u) c N,(M) where M = (rr, 7, 7’). 
Let 9 be an element in C(p) n N,(M), then v E N(C,&) n M) = N((T, T)) 
and so v E N(S(-/)). Since S char S(T’), we have v E N(S). But 1 C,(p)1 = 32, 
and so [ C(p) n N,(M)/ = 32. The same argument yields 1 C(~T) n N(M)/ = 
32. We have determined the structures of all centralizers of involutions in 
WW. 
We know that p ENS. Hence the conjugates of r in N,(M) are 
T, 7, 777, T’, TT’, TT’, 7777’. It fOllOWS [No(M) : H] = 7. Since C,(M) = M, it 
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follows that N,(M)/Ms PSL(2,7) and so the order of Nc(M) is equal to 
26 * 3 * 7. If N,(M) h a d a subgroup U of index 2, then M $ U and U n M 
would be a normal subgroup of No(M) of order 4 which is not possible. We 
have shown that No(M) satisfies conditions (a) and (b). 
The set y = {T’, TT’, TT’, 5~5-7’) is u-invariant. Hence u centralizes an element 
of y. The group (CL, h) operates transitively on y, and so, transforming u by an 
element in (h, p), we may and shall assume that UT’ = T’u. The action of 
u on M iS given by the following relations: u-%ru = 7, U-lTu = TT, umlT’u = 7’. 
We shall consider now up’. It is up’ E C(h) n C(T), and so (z+‘)u-’ E C(p) n 
C(V) = SQL’). Further (z+‘)u-l 6 s(p’) n c(T’) = (77, T)(p’). clearly 
(ut~‘)u-~ $ (r, T) since otherwise u E (rr, T)(p’) which is not possible since 
nu # UT. Considering the possibilities for up’ we get that (up’>“-’ = ~1’ or 
(U/L’)“-’ = STT/L’. If the last possibility holds then up’ = p’?~Tu-~. Put zi = m 
and note that the order of rru is 3 and that ti has all the properties of u required 
so far. Compute (Cp’)” = mp’mp’ = UTQT?TTU-~ = 1. It follows that 
p’zip’ = c-l or equivalently (z+‘)@ = CL’. Hence we may and shall assume 
that t~‘ut~’ = u-r. 
We know that M = (n, 7, 7’) splits in D, and hence applying a result of W. 
Gaschiitz we obtain that M splits in No(M), and so, No(M) is a splitting 
extension of an elementary abelian group of order 8 by PSL(2,7). Finally, we 
shall show that h is not conjugate to TX in No(M). Assume by way of contradic- 
tion that h is conjugate to z-h in No(M). Then there exists x E No(M) with 
P = nh and hence Co((+, &)) = Sx follows from Co((rr, h)) = S. 
Further, &! E S n 3, and since x $ No(S) we must have S * Sx = 
C(rh) n No(M) which is of order 32 and has S n Sx in its center. But 
) S n Sz 1 = 8 yields a contradiction. We have derived the following lemma: 
(3.1) LEMMA. Let M be (rr, T, 7’). Then No(M) is a splitting extension of 
the elementary abelian group M of order 8 by PSL(2,7). No(M) is generated by 
the following elements: n=, CL, 7, A, t.~‘, T’, p, u. These elements satisfy the following 
,&tiO?W ?T” = 7, T” = ,TT, U3 = 1, p” = A, h” = CL;\, T’U = UT’, /“U$ = U-l. 
The group S consists of four conjugate classes of No(S) = (rr, t.~, T, A, CL’, T’, u) 
with the representatives 1, z=, h, rrh. In No(S) it is p - X and pi - &I. The 
conjugate cbzss of rr in No(S) is {r, 7, ?TT}. No(M) satisfies conditions (a) and(b). 
Further, No(M) possesses precisely three classes of involutions with the represent- 
atives rr, h and Z-X. 
Now we shall determine the structure of Cc(p). We put 6 = C&L) and 
E/(p) = 6. 
(3.2) LEMMA. The groups 6 and 6 do not possess nontrivial normal 
subgroups of odd order. 
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Proof. Let Iuz # 1 be a normal subgroup of odd order of G. The 4-group 
(a, r> acts on ‘9X and so 
since / C,((m, T)) = 32. However 1 C(r) n 8 1 = 32, 1 C(T) n G / = 
(C(n) I-J C&X)/ = 16 and /C(~IT)~ @j 1 = 1 C(rr) n C(h)/ = 16 yields a 
contradiction. Hence 6 has no normal subgroup of odd order different from 1. 
Assume by way of contradiction that III # 1 is a normal subgroup of 0 of 
odd order. Denote by YJI the counter image of W in 6. A Sylow 2-subgroup 
of lllz has order 2 and so m possesses a characteristic odd-order subgroup 
which is the 2-complement of W. Since %Q  G, we have obtained a contradic- 
tion which proves the lemma. 
In the epimorphism E -+ 8 put r +p, 7 -+ t, X + 1, CL’ --+ m. If x E G is 
such that [x, ~1 = TV, then x-i.rx = rp which is not possible since 7r and 7~ 
are not conjugate in G. It follows that C,(p) = [C(T) n C(p)]/(p) = 
S<IL’XCL~ = (1) x (P, t>(m), where (P, 0 is a 4-group, mpm = p, 
mtm=pt and so (p, t>(m) is the dihedral group of order 8. Put T= (1, p, t, m>. 
Then T is the centralizer of p in 8 and a Sylow 2-subgroup of (li. Further, 
Z(T) = (1, p). If x E 6 with [x, 71 = pLi, then i = 0 since 7 is not conjugate 
to T~.L in G. It follows that C,(t) = [C(T) n C(p)]/(p). Since 1 C(T) n C(p)1 = 
) C(n) n C(pA)J = 16 we get that C,(t) = <Z,p, t). Hencep is not conjugate 
to t in 8. 
Assume by way of contradiction that any two of the involutions I, p, lp are 
conjugate in 8. Then, by a Lemma of Burnside, they would be conjugate in 
N(T), and so, they would be conjugate in N(Z(T)) = N((1, p)). Since 
CG((Z, p)) = T and since T is a Sylow 2-subgroup of 8, it follows that 1, p 
and lp lie in the same conjugate class of Q. This means that in G there exists an 
element x with x-%x = hpi, i = 0 or 1. But since v + X N cw\ in G, this is 
a contradiction. It follows that Z, p and Zp lie in three distinct conjugate classes 
of Q. 
Assume that there exists x E 0 with x-ltmx = lmt. Then x-1(tm)2x = 
(Zmt)2 = x-lpx = p and so x E C&J). Hence such an x does not exist. We 
have shown that (ti possesses precisely two classes of conjugate elements of 
order 4. Direct computation shows that in Q we have: p + m, p + It, 
p +lm, t +m, t +I, t +Ip, t +lt, t +lm, m +Im, 1 +lm, lp +lm, 
It + lm. 
The focal-group T* of Tin 8 contains (p) and is contained in (p, t, ml>. 
Hence (5 possesses a normal subgroup of index 2. If T* is different from (p) 
and (p, t, ml), then T* is equal to the four-groups (p, t) or (p, ml> or to the 
cyclic group (p, tml> = (tml) of order 4. 
Assume first that T* = (p, t, ml). Then Q contains a normal subgroup !UI 
with [8 : 9X] = 2 and lllz n T = (p, t, mZ). Since C,(p) is a 2-group we can 
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apply a result of Gorenstein and Walter ([2], ~553) on !IJI. Using (3.2) we 
get that ‘PJI is isomorphic to A,, PX.(2,7) or PSL(2,9). The first case 
however is not possible since the order of a centralizer in A, of an involution 
in A, is equal to 24. All involutions of PSL(2,7) and PSL(2,9) are conjugate, 
but we know that p is not conjugate to t in 6. Hence T* C (p, t, ml). 
Assume secondly that T* 1 (p). If T* = (p, t) or T* = (p, ml), then 
8 contains a normal subgroup ‘%I with [6 : !IR] = 4 and M n T = T*. 
Not all involutions of %R are conjugate in ‘%I and so by (3.2) follows that 
!LR = T*. Hence ( E 1 = 32. If T* = (tml), then again by (3.2) we have 
1 6 1 = 32. 
Assume finally that T* = (p). In this case follows that ‘%II = (p) by 
(3.2), and again we obtain 1 E ] = 32. Hence we have proved the following 
lemma. 
(3.3) LEMMA. The centralizers C,(p) and C&T) of p and 127 in G haoe 
order 32. Hence C&L) = C&L) and C&T) = C&T). 
The second assertion of (3.3) can be proved in the same way as the first 
one, by setting G = Co(?rp~) and 6 = E/(vT~T) and if in the epimorphism 
~-+6oneputs7r+p,7-+t,X-+land~t~‘~’-+m. 
From (3.1) follows that No(M) possesses precisely three conjugate classes 
of involutions, and application of (3.3) yields that No(M) contains the 
centralizer in G of every of its involutions. If G were a simple group then 
G 1 N,(M) and ngeC [N,(M)]g = 1. Application of a lemma of Thompson 
yields that the number of conjugacy classes of involutions of G is equal to 1 
which however contradicts a result in Section 2. Hence G is not simple. 
Denote by X a minimal normal subgroup of G. Suppose that the order of 
X is odd. Acting on X by the 4-group (r, p) we get that 
It follows that 1 X 1 = 3. Application of condition (a) yields 
X c Z(G) C cG(<v, I+), w ic is not possible. Hence X has even order. If h h 
[G : X] would be an odd number, then D = NC(D) C X, and by the Frattini 
argument we would have G = X * N,(D) = X, which is not the case. 
Hence [G : X] is even. If p E X, then p, rrt~, X, cL)(, TX, T+AT~ are contained in X 
and so D C X which is not possible. Similarly, one gets pT 6 X. We must 
have v E X. It follows X n N,(M) = M, since rr N T N T’ in G, Nc(M)/A4 
is simple and No(M) g X b ecause D _C No(M). Further, M is a Sylow 2-sub- 
group of X. It follows from a Theorem of Burnside that X has a normal 2- 
complement Y. Since Y is normal in G and Y C X we must have Y = 1 and 
hence X = M. It follows that G = N,(M). We have proved: 
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(3.4) THEOREM. The group G of this section is a splitting extension of an 
elementary abelian normal subgroup of order 8 by PSL(2,7). 
4. THE FINAL CASE 1 A 1 = 9 
Throughout this section let G denote a group with properties (a) and (b) 
and I&‘[ =9. 
We know that 71 is conjugate in G neither to TV nor to I\ and that n N 7 N rrr. 
The involution rr has nine conjugates in No(S) and so h has four or six 
conjugates in No(S). Denote by T, a Sylow2-subgroup of C(T)with S(T’)C T,. 
Clearly 3 divides I(O, T,)I. Denote by zl an element of order 3 in (D, T,). 
Obviously, u 4 H, and one may choose u so that rrU = 7 and 7U = ~7 since 
(rr, T) 4 (D, T,). If 9 divides / C,(,)(h)/, then {h, PA, oh, ~.LT/\} is the conjugate 
class of h in No(S). It follows that 1 C,&h)l = 16.9 and C,&h) = RS, 
where R is a Sylow 3-subgroup of N,(S). Clearly, u E RS, since RS is a 
normal subgroup of No(S). But then (7h)2L = rr~X is a contradiction. Hence 9 
does not divide ) C,(,)(A)/. It follows that the conjugate class of X in N(S) 
consists of six elements. Since TV + T, these elements are h, huh, oh, ~PTX, CL, T+L. 
It is 1 C&(h)1 = 32 . 3. The conjugate class of n in No(S) consists of the 
following elements: 
It follows that G possesses precisely two classes of involutions with the 
representatives FT and p, 
(4.1) LEMMA. G is a simple group. 
Proof. Assume by way of contradiction that G contains a normal subgroup 
X of odd order with 1 C X C G. The group X is acted upon by the 4-group 
(T, 7). Since 1 &((a, T))I = 32, we have 
I x I = I Cx(7.4 . I cd41 * I CxbT)/. 
Since r, 7 and ~7 are conjugate in G and X # 1, we have 1 X I = 27. If 
1 Z(X)/ = 3, then application of condition (a) yields Z(X) CCo((m, T)) 
which is not possible. It follows that X is abelian. Since 
X = &(rr) . Cx(7) * C&z-7), X is of exponent 3. Considering (P, PI> acting 
upon X and noting that np N CL, we get I C,(p)/ = 1 Cr(rrp)I = 3. The 
factor-group G/C,(X) is isomorphic to a subgroup of GL(3,3). It follows that 
Co(X) contains an involution & Hence 1 Cx(rr)l = I Cx(p)I = 3 gives a 
contradiction since /3 is conjugate to r or TV in G. We have shown that 
O(G) = 1. 
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Assume that G contains a normal subgroup X with 1 C XC G an odd 
order factor group G/X. Then D = N,(D) C X, and the Frattini argument 
yields G = X which is a contradiction. 
If G was not simple, then G contains a normal subgroup X and 1 X 1 as 
well as / G/X 1 is even. Hence r or p is contained in X, and so rr and ,.J are in 
X. It follows that D C X since D is generated by involutions. This contradicts 
the fact that / G/X ) is even. The lemma is proved. 
(4.2) LEMMA. Thegroup (D, Tr> is isomorphic to thegroup N of Section 3. 
It is (D, u) = (D, TV> and (D, u) C N,(M) where M = (.rr, r, 7’). Further, 
N,(M) = (~9 CL, 7,4 $9 T’, p, u) and these generators satisfy the relations 
fisted in (3.1). 
Proof. It is D n T, = S(T)). The group S(T’) cannot be normal in 
NC(S), because otherwise S(T’) would be contained in a Sylow 2-subgroup 
of C,(?rh) which contradicts 7%’ = T/\. It follows that I(D, T,)] = 64 * 3. 
The proof of the lemma can now be completed by copying the arguments of 
the proof of (3.1). 
(4.3) LEMMA. C&L) n No(S) = (r, p, T, A, p’, V) where v3 = 1, V-$LV = 
II> v-1Av = A, v-%rv = ?A, v-h = ??pA, p’vp’ = v-l. 
Proof. We know that I Co(p) n No(S)1 = 32 * 3. Denote by v an element 
of order 3 in C&&L). Since the conjugate class of p in N,(S) consists of six 
elements, it follows that v centralizes three involutions conjugate to p in 
No(S). It follows from the structure of H that v does not centralize an 
involution of S conjugate to n in NG(S). It is [~TP, V] # 1. If [oh, V] = 1 or 
[n-p&& v] = 1, then ~LTX or nrh would be fixed by v which is not possible since 
PTA and z& are conjugate to r in No(S). It follows that C,(v) = (CL, h) and 
that no element of S not in (CL, h) normalizes (v). Also N((v)) n C&)(p) = 
C(V) n C&(p) is not possible, since otherwise C&&L) would have a normal 
Sylow 2-subgroup SQL’) and v would normalize (n, p) and not centralize w, 
and so, we would have [p, v] # 1, which is not possible. C&~-L) contains 
precisely three Sylow 2-subgroups which one obtains from SQL’) by trans- 
forming with v and v-l. Hence a Sylow 2-subgroup of N((v)) n C&f&) is 
contained in SQL’) and so an element in SQL’) \ S must invert V. 
Elements in S(p’) \ S are: the four elements of order 4 with square equal 
to r which cannot invert v since [v, v] # 1, the four elements with square 
equal to rrp which cannot invert v since [VP, v] = [n, v] # 1, the sets of 
elements Kt = {II’, t+‘, npt~‘, np’} and Ks = (~9, pt~‘LIx, rrt+‘X, ~t~‘h}. If 
x E Kr with x-%x = v-l, then by conjugating with an element in S we obtain 
an element v’ of order 3 in S(v) with p’v’t.~’ = v’-l. The same can be done 
if an element in Ks inverts v because [X, v] = 1. Hence we may assume that 
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p’vp’ = v-r. Considering the conjugate class of CL in No(S) and noting that 
1 C,(v)1 = 4, we get (ZT~)Y = np&! or oh. Interchanging v and v-l if necessary 
we may and shall assume that + = ?r~h and 7” = +!. 
(4.4) THEOREM. IfC,,&) = C&L) then G is isomorphic to A, . 
Proof. Lemma (4.3) shows that the assumptions of [4], Theorem, p. 359, 
are satisfied. Hence G z As. 
Put G = C,&) and G/(p) = 0. In the same way as in the proof of (3.2) 
we can prove: 
(4.5) LEMMA. 6 and (5 d o not possess nontrivial normal subgroups of odd 
order. 
We shall now determine the structure of 8. In the epimorphism 6 + 8, 
put 7r -+p, 7 + t, h + 1, pLI -+ m, v--f n. It is C&J) = (I) X (p, t)(m). Put 
(I) x (p, t>(m) = T. Th en T is a Sylow 2-subgroup of 6. Further, 
Z(T) = (P, 0. 
Assume that there exists x E @ with X-l.rrx = r or x-lrrx = ~7. It is 
1 C(T) A 6 1 = ] C(pr) n G 1 = 1 C(r) n C(d)1 = 16. But by assumption, 
I cw n cm = 1 cm n cm = 32, which is a contradiction. Hence p 
and t are not conjugate in 8. 
Assume by way of contradiction that any two of the involutions 1, p and lp 
are conjugate in 8. Then by a Lemma of Burnside they would be conjugate 
in N(T) and so in N((Z, p)). S ince C&(Z, p)) = T and since T is a Sylow 
2-subgroup of 8 we obtain that 1, p and lp lie in the same conjugate class of 
6. This means that in iii there exists an element x with x-%x = h$, i = 0, 1, 
which however is not possible. It follows that p, Z, Zp lie in three different 
conjugate classes of 6. It is n-lpn = pit, n-ltn = pl and tm is not conjugate 
to ltm. We have precisely two conjugate classes of elements of order 4 in (5. 
By direct computation we get: p + m, I+ lm, t + m, t + 1, t + It, t + Im, 
m~lm,I~Im,lp~Im,lt~Im. 
It follows that the focal-group T* of Tin Q is equal to (p, It) if I+ m and 
equal to (p, lt)(lm) if I N m in 8. If T* = (p, lt>(lm>, then @J contains a 
normal subgroup !lX with T n Iu1 = T* and [0 : XR] = 2. The group %Q 
has no subgroup of index 2 and a Sylow 2-subgroup of ‘%R is dihedral of order 
8. Hence m has only one conjugacy class of involutions. But this contradicts 
the fact that p is not conjugate to lm in 0. 
We have shown that T* = (p, It). Therefore 8 contains a normal subgroup 
XR with XR n T = T* and [Q : Fm] = 4. Since n E %R, all involutions of 1111 are 
conjugate in %R It follows that the centralizer of every involution of %2 has 
order 4. Application of a result of Suzuki ([3], p. 191) and (4.5) yields that %R 
is isomorphic to A, or A,. If %I s A,, then 1 E I = 32.3, and we have 
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already shown in (4.4) that then G z A, . Hence we have to consider only 
the case %R g A, . We want to compute C,( !JJt). Since O/C&(%0) is iso- 
morphic to A, or to S, we have that 1 C,(!Vt)I has order 4 or 2. Since XlI is 
simple, C,(%R) n 1132 = 1. The factor group S/m is the union of fm, !l.M, mm 
and ‘Wm. Assume there is an x in %R with xm E C(m). Then 
xm E C(T*) C (p, 1, t), and so xm E (p, 1, t) \ (p, It) = {I, pZ, t, pt}. Clearly, 
xm is different from 1 and lp. If xm = t, then x = tm is of order 4 which is 
not possible. Also xm # pt. Hence YJIm n C(fR) = 4. In the same way one 
gets !Wm n C,(%Q = 4. Hence there exists an element x E m with 
xl E C,(m). Since xl centralizes T* it follows that x centralizes T*. Hence by 
a property of A, the element x is contained in T* = (p, It). Since n is of 
order 3 it is contained in 9Jt. If x = p, then xl = pl and [rrh, V] = ,u”, i = 1 
or 0. But pi = ~T~v-~?TXV = &Mrh = oh is not possible. Also x is different 
from It and pk. Hence x = 1 and C,(!JX) = (1). This means that (CL, h) is 
a normal subgroup of I5. 
Since S/(l) is isomorphic to S,, weget that m/(p, h)sS,. Denote by m 
the counter image of 1111 in m. There exists an element W of order 5 in !iiI such 
that (~6)~ E (II). Clearly, m = (Y(P), W(p)) g A,. We must have 
(V W)2 = 1 since a Sylow 2-subgroup of %iI is (rr, cc, 7X). It follows 
that (v, 6) E A,, and so ZiI = (p) x A, where A E A, , The 
group A is characteristic in m and hence normal in K It follows that 
(1-1, h) A = (p, h) x A. Put V = (q~, TX)(V). We know that V E A, and 
that V C jgi since T* = (p, tZ) and [G : !ii?] = 4. If V p A, then VA = jsi 
and 1 V n A 1 = 6. But A, has no subgroups of order 6. We have shown that 
V _C A. Hence the Sylow 2-subgroup (rrp, rh)(p’) of A&‘) is dihedral of 
order 8. If C(A) n A&‘) # 1 then C(A) n A+‘) = (xp’) where x E A 
and xv’ is an involution. But then a Sylow 2-subgroup of A+‘) would be 
abelian which is not the case. It follows that A&‘) = S, . We have proved 
(4.6) LEMMA. C&L) = ((p, h) x A)&‘) where A z A, and A&‘) g S, . 
(4.7) LEMMA. A Sylow 2-subgroup of C,(p) has order 2. The elements u and 
p are conjugate in G and [u, v] = 1. 
Proof. It is C&p) = (p) x (r). Let U be a Sylow 2-subgroup of C,(p) 
with (7r) C U. If UT) (r), then Cv(rr) r> (v) and so 1 Co(m) n Cc(p)1 would 
be divisible by 4 which is not the case. Hence (r) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of 
C,(p). Since 7r is conjugate to 7 and 7 is conjugate to T’, we get that u is con- 
jugate to p since [r’, u] = 1 and all elements of order 3 are conjugate in H. 
It follows that C(u) n No(S) = (7’) R where 1 R 1 = 9 and R4 (7’) R. 
Since p’up‘ = u-l we get N((u)) n N,(S) = (T’, p’) R. The element v is 
contained in RS since RSq NG(S). There are precisely four conjugates of 
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v in RS, namely V, Y”, VI, vV7 since / C(Y) n S [ = 4 and R is abelian. Hence V% 
is contained in R for x equal to I, V, 7 or ~7. If x = 7 then v7 and p’vTp’ are 
contained in R and hence v7 and ,ufv7~’ commute. Compute [v7, p’vrp’] and 
get np which is a contradiction. Similarly, one shows that x # no. It follows 
that [u, v] = 1 or [u, vV] = 1. Interchanging v and Y” if necessary we get 
[u, v] = 1. 
(4.8) LEMMA. The element uv of order 3 centralizes A. The normalizer of 
(p, h) in G is (<p, h) x A)&‘, u). Further, uv is conjugate to Y in G. 
Proof. Obviously No((p, X)) = ((p, h) x A)&‘, u), since (EL’, u) s S, . 
We have (?~p)u = (*~)~-l and so uv centralizes rp. Clearly, A is normal in 
No((p, h)) and so uv induces an inner automorphism of A since the auto- 
morphism group of A, is S,. By a property of A, the element uv centralizes A 
since (uv)” induces the identity automorphism of A. Since =p is conjugate to 
p in G and since C,(p) possesses only one conjugacy class of elements of 
order 3, we get that uv and v are conjugate in G. The proof is complete. 
Denote by w an element of order 5 in A. We have Co(w) n CG(p) = 
(p, h) x (w). Denote by U a Sylow 2-subgroup of C,(W) with U r> (p, X). 
If Z(U) $ (CL, h) then 23 divides 1 Co(p) n C,(w)i, which is not the case. 
If Z(U) C (,u, X), then 23 divides / Co(x) n Co(w)/ where x is equal to p, h or 
d. But p, X, and CL/\ are conjugate in G and Co(p) contains only one conjugacy 
class of elements of order 5. We have derived a contradiction which proves 
that (p, X) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of Co(w). 
If not all involutions of Co(w) are conjugate in C,(U), then C,(W) = L(p, h) 
where L is a normal 2-complement. Application of a formula of Brauer yields 
1 L 1 = 5, which is a contradiction since (4.8) gives that w is centralized by the 
element uv of order 3. Hence all involutions of C,(W) are conjugate in C,(W). 
Since G(P) n G-(w) = (P, 9 x ( w > is abelian we are in a position to apply 
a result of M. Suzuki ([3], p. 191). We obtain the following two possibilities: 
(i) The four-group (CL, X) is normal in C,(W), and so C,(W) = 
(<CL79 x (w>)<uv>; 
(ii) Co(w) = L x B where L z A, and B is an abelian group of odd order. 
Since B is the maximal odd order normal subgroup of L x B we get w E B. 
Acting upon B by (CL, h) we compute that B = (w). We have proved the 
following result: 
(4.9) LEMMA. The central&r of w in G is either equal to ((p, X> x (w))(uv) 
ortoL x (u),whereLsA,. 
We shall now investigate the structure of Co(v). Denote by fi an element in 
A such that /3~’ is of order 2 and centralizes Y. It is C(v) n C&L) = 
(P, WtW) x (v>, where 1’ = (P, WW is dihedral of order 8. Denote 
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by U a Sylow 2-subgroup of Co( ) v containing Y. Assume that UT) Y. If 
Z(U) $ Y then 24 divides 1 C&L) n C(v)/ which is not the case. If Z(U) C Y, 
then Z(U) = (p), and again 24 would divide 1 Cc(p) n C(v)l. Hence Y is a 
Sylow 2-subgroup of Co(v). Further, the maximal normal odd-order subgroup 
X of C,(V) must be equal to (v) since X is acted upon by (p, X). We are in a 
position to apply a result of Gorenstein and Walter ([2], p. 553). If C,(v) 
contains a normal subgroup E of index 4, then E possesses a normal 2-com- 
plement which must be equal to (v). It would follows that j Co(v)1 = 3 * 23 
which is not possible since 32 divides I G I. Hence Co(v) does not contain 
normal subgroups of index 4. Assume now that C,(V) contains a normal 
subgroup E of index 2. Then a Sylow 2-subgroup of E must be elementary 
of order 4 and all involutions of E are conjugate in E. It follows that E/(v) is 
isomorphic either to A, or A, and &(v)/( ) v is isomorphic either to PGL(2,5) 
or PGL(2,3). The case that Co(v)/(v) g PGL(2,3), however, is not possible 
since v is conjugate to uv in G [by (4.8)] and we know that I Cc(~v)l is divisible 
by 5. If C,(v) d oes not contain a subgroup of index 2, then Cc(v)/(v) is 
isomorphic to PSL(2,9), PSL(2,7) or A, . The last two cases are not possible 
since 5 does not divide I PSL(2,7)) and the centralizer of aninvolutionin A, 
has order 8.3. 
Assume by way of contradiction that Co(v)/(v) E PGL(2,5) E S, . Then 
C,(V) = X x (v) where Xg S, since the Schur’s multiplicator of S, has 
order 2. Denote by vr an element of order 3 in X. The element vr is centralized 
by an involution x E X. But x centralizes (v) from which follows that 
32 divides / C,(x)/. This is a contradiction since G has only two conjugacy 
classes of involutions. Hence we have proved: 
(4.10) LEMMA. C,(V)/(V) is isomorphic to PSL(2,9). 
We shall now determine the centralizer of p in G. It is a consequence of (4.7) 
that C,(p) = K(a) where K is a normal 2-complement of C,(p). 
The Frattini argument yields No(+)) = C&)(H n N(Q))) = K(T, A). 
The 4-group (rr, h) acts on K and since ] H n C(X)] = 16, it is 
I K I = I w4 * I G&4 * I G@>l. 
Assume by way of contradiction that K is non-Abelian. Then 1 K ( = 33 
since C&L) has no subgroups of order 15. Put T = (p) = C&Z-) and 
TX = C,(&). It is T = Z(K) and so Td N,(K). Hence N,(K) C N,(T) = 
K(n-, h). It follows N,(K) = K(r, h) an d so K is a Sylow 3-subgroup of G. 
Assume that No( Tl) = No(T). Then since Tl and T are conjugate in G and 
normal in K, they are conjugate in N,(K) = K{rr, X) which however is not 
possible since Tq K(n-, h). Hence N(T,) # N(T) and so since N(T) and 
N(T,) are conjugate in G, we get 
N(T) n N(T,) = K(r, X) n K(v, h) = TT,(a, X), 
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where a denotes the normal 2-complement of N(T,). Clearly, 
TT, Q (K, R)(n, h) and hence N( TT,) 3 N(T). Further, C,(T) n C,( Tl) = 
K(r) n J?(rA) = TT, . The maximal normal odd-order subgroup X of 
N,(TT,) is acted upon by (rr, h) and contains TT, . Hence 1 X 1 is either 
32, 32 . 5, or 3”. If 1 X 1 = 33, then K would be normal in N(TT,) which is 
not the case since x # K. If / X 1 = 32 * 5, then X n C(h) is of order 5 and 
generated by, say, w1 . From the structure of Co(p) follows that wi is conjugate 
to w in G. Application of (4.9) yields that w does not centralize a subgroup of 
G the order of which is divisible by 32. Hence / X / = 32 and so X = TT, . 
Since X is not conjugate to 7r it follows that (rr, h) is not a Sylow 2-subgroup 
of N,(TT,). Therefore the order of N(TT,)/TT, is divisible by 23 . 3 and a 
Sylow 2-subgroup of N(TT,)/TT, contains a four-group. Hence N(TT,)/TT, 
is isomorphic to GL(2,3). But then G contains elements of order 8 which is 
not the case. We have proved that K is Abelian. 
Since a Sylow 3-subgroup of G has order divisible by 32 and because of 
(4.9), the order of K is either equal to 32 or 33. Assume by way of contradiction 
that 1 K / = 32. From (4.2) and (4.7) follows that K(r, h) and (u, Y)(T’, p’) 
are conjugate in G. Hence there exists an inner automorphism E of G with 
Kc = (u, v), (?r, X)6 = (T’, CL’) and Xc = CL’. Since C(p’) n (u, V) = 1 it 
follows that C(h) n K = 1. Hence K = C&(r) * C&&I). 
Put CK(rr) = T = (p) and C,(xh) = Tl . Assume that the maximal 
normal odd order subgroup X of N(K) contains K properly. Since (rr, X) 
acts on X, we have 1 X 1 = 33 or 32 1 5. The last case however is not 
possible since C,(X) would be conjugate to (w) in G and we know that 
w does not centralize a subgroup of order 32 of G. Since T and Tl are 
conjugate in G we have N,(T) = K = Nx(T,). Hence X is non-abelian. 
X’ is of order 3 and contained in K. Since (n, h) acts on x’, we have X’ = T 
or X’ = Tl . But then Nx( T) = X or Nx( Tl) = X yields a contradiction. 
Hence X = K. It is a consequence of (4.10) that 33 divides 1 N,(K)] and so 
a Sylow 3-subgroup F of NG(K) contains K properly. The four-group (‘rr, h) 
cannot be a Sylow 2-subgroup of N,(K) since otherwise N,(K) would 
possess a normal 2-complement which is not possible since KC F and K is 
the maximal normal odd order subgroup of N,(K). Obviously, C,(K) = K. 
The order of N,(K)/K ’ IS d ivisible by 23 * 3 and N,(K)/K contains a 4-group. 
Hence N&K)/K is isomorphic to GL(2,3). But then G would contain elements 
of order 8 which is not the case. We have proved the following result: 
(4.11) LEMMA. C,(p) = K(r) h w ere K is an elementary abelian normal 
subgroup of order 27 of C,(p). Further, K = C&n) . C&(&l) * C&). 
Combination of (4.10) and (4.11) together with the fact that any generator 
of C,(h) is conjugate to v in G yields: 
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(4.12) LEMMA. C,(v) = (v) x W, where Wis isomorphic to A,. 
(4.13) LEMMA. &(IIY) = (uv) x W, where We A, and A C W. Further, 
NG(+')) = (h’> X w)(P’> 
Proof. The elements w, rrt~, rh generate A and are contained in W since 
[A, UV] = 1 and [C&(UV) : W] = 3. It is ~‘UVP = u-%-r by (4.2) and (4.3). 
(4.14) LEMMA. N~((uv)) n C&) = A&‘). 
Proof. It is N~((uv)) n C,(p) = (p’)((W X (uv)) n CG(~)>. Assume 
that X = (W x (uv)) n C&) has order 120. Denote by Y a Sylow 2-sub- 
group of X. Then X = AY C W. But A, does not possess subgroups of 
index 3. Hence (W x (uv)) n C&L) = A. The proof is complete. 
(4.15) LEMMA. &(v/A’) n C&T/L/A’) is isomorphic to S, . 
Proof. Obviously CG(vp’) n C~(~/L/L’) = C&VT/L) n C~(V/.+‘). Denote 
this intersection by Y. The element ~PTA transforms Y onto 
P = c,(Y) n c(g). It is C,(V) = (v) x W and W<p'> e S’s because no 
involution of G centralizes a subgroup of G the order of which is divisible by 
32, and because G does not contain elements of order 8. It is ((v) x W) n 
C,(p’) = W n C,(p’) since p.‘vp’ = v-1 and p’ E N(W). From the structure 
of S, follows that ($)( W n C&L’)) = W(p'> n Co($) has order 16 * 3. 
Hence Y has order 8 * 3. Since Y _C C,(V), a Sylow 2-subgroup of Y is dihe- 
dral of order 8. From the structure of A, follows that no element of order 3 in 
Y is centralized by an involution of Y. Hence Y is neither 2-closed nor 
3-closed. It follows that Y contains an elementary Abelian normal subgroup 
of order 4 which together with an element 5 generates a group isomorphic to 
A,. Also Ng((+) 1 Cp(fi) because Y is not 2-closed. We have shown that 
Y z S, . The lemma is proved. 
(4.16) LEMMA. G contains precisely two conjugacy classes of elements of 
order 4 with the representatives 7~’ and &I. Further, CG(&‘) is 3-closed and 
) c&$)1 = 24. 
Proof. Since (&‘)a = p we get that hp’ is not conjugate to T~.L’, hr’ or 
Ap~r’. Note that &.L’, rt~‘, AT’, and &‘r’ are the representatives of the conjugacy 
classes of elements of order 4 of H. We know that the elements of H the square 
of which is equal to m form a single conjugate class of H with representative 
7~‘. Since 7, rrt.~, and rr are conjugate in G and (h~‘)~ = 7, ($‘T’)~ = rrpr, we 
obtain that hr’, &IT’, and 7~’ are conjugate in G. The involution /$I where 
/I E A centralizes v. It is ~‘t?M@ = v and so v-l = p’vp’ = fl-lv/? and SO /l 
is an involution. It follows &L’ = ~‘/3. We have (X/?P’)~ = p and SO h&’ is 
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conjugate to Xp’ in G. The order of CG(&‘) is 24 and therefore Co@&‘) = 
(h/?p’) x (8, v). It follows that C&L’) is 3-closed. The proof is complete. 
We shall now consider N,((uv)) = ((uv) x W)(,‘>. We know that 
W(~‘) is isomorphic to S, since no involution of G centralizes a group of 
order divisible by 32 and G contains no elements of order 8. Consider S, 
embedded in the automorphism group Aut (A6) of A,. It is well-known that 
any two subgroups of S, isomorphic to S, are conjugate under Aut (A,). 
It follows that there exists an isomorphism v of W(p’) onto S, such that 
d&‘)) = & , where by S, we denote the set of all permutations of the 
letters 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. The isomorphism y maps the elements CL’, VP’, rpp’ onto 
transpositions of S, . Since p’vp’ and mp are elements of order 3, it follows 
that we can find an element u in JV&‘) \ (W u A&‘)) and an element 01 in 
A&‘) \ A subject to the following conditions: a2 = 01~ = (up’)” = (~pp’o1)~ = 
[a, VP’] = [a, T+L~‘] = [u, a] = [VP’, a] = [p’, a] = 1. From the choice of 
o and 01 follows that both elements invert uv and that [CL, a] = 1. 
It is (p, u) C Cc(vp’) n &(z-pp’) = Y. From (4.15) follows Y g S, and 
so p has order 2,3 or 4. The first case is not possible since C&L) n W(p’) = 
A&‘) by (4.14). Assume that PLO has order 4. We know that the elements vrrt~ 
and 7rt~t~‘o1 of order 3 are centralized by p. Since (~u)~ centralizes vrrp which 
is conjugate to v and v is not conjugate to p in G by (4.11) and (4.12), we get 
that pu is conjugate to h/l’ by (4.16). H ence C&u) should be 3-closed which 
contradicts vrp $ (v~P’oI). We have proved that the order of t.~u is equal to 3. 
Put uv = Ml, p = M2, u = M, , /i = Me, vp’ = M, , T/L/L’ = Me 
and (Y = M, . For the Mi we have obtained the following relations: 
1 = Mf = Mf+l = (MiMi+J3 = (MiMj)2 
where 
i,j = 1, 2 ,-‘a> 7,j > i + 1. 
It follows [I], Chapter XIII that G contains a subgroup Q isomorphic 
to A, . From (4.6) and the fact that Q contains precisely two conjugacy 
classes of involutions and because C&J) is isomorphic to CA9((12)(34)), we 
obtain that Q contains the centralizer in G of each of its involutions. Assume 
that Q is properly contained in G. Since by (4.1) the group G is simple we 
get fiOEG Q” = 1. Application of a lemma of Thompson yields that the number 
of conjugacy classes of involutions of G is equal to 1 which however contradicts 
a result of $2. We have proved that Q = G and so G s A, . The proof of our 
theorem is complete. 
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